IBIA Releases Two New White Papers: "The Biometric Answer to the Identity Challenge" and "Biometrics Explained: Answers to 13 Basic Biometrics Questions"

WASHINGTON, DC / ACCESSWIRE / April 24, 2018 / The International Biometrics + Identity Association (IBIA) is pleased to release two new white papers that provide answers to questions about biometrics and how they help to solve the challenges of identity in our digital age.

"The Biometric Answer to the Identity Challenge" lays out the context for the use of biometrics for identification in today's world. As the paper states, "as human interactions increasingly take place in cyberspace rather than face-to-face, the identity challenge has become far more vexing than it ever was to our Stone Age - and even Industrial Age - ancestors." Biometrics can provide an answer to this challenge.

"Biometrics Explained: Answers to 13 Basic Biometrics Questions" addresses some of the most common questions about biometrics in order to inform a forthright discussion about their use.

We encourage anyone who has questions about the fundamentals of biometrics to read these white papers.

About IBIA: The International Biometrics + Identity Association is an industry group that advances the adoption and responsible use of technology-based identification solutions to enhance identity security and privacy and to facilitate convenience and productivity for government, business and consumers.
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